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Dear Friends,
We are happy to share with you latest news of our Star Action work.
I am writing this soon after my return from Sri Lanka and Nepal.
Sadly, this time Stuart was unable to travel with me due to the illness
and subsequent loss of his wife Bobby. However, my son Michael, a
committed supporter of Star Action, joined me for some days in Sri
Lanka and has written about this first experience of the beautiful
country, and our Star Action work there.
We then flew on to Nepal for five days in Kathmandu and I have
written about how the people are recovering after the devastating
earthquake of May 2015 and the help we continue to offer.

Mankerny—after school class

From India our lovely Richard and Sasees share news of their
‘Brighter Life’ work.
And finally…… with Christmas approaching we again offer our
Gift ideas.
With good wishes and appreciation of your support,

On behalf of Star Action Trustees
Joan, Kate and Stuart

Jenny with some of the teenagers in Nepal she talked with
about Star Action . All have the vision of working for those in
need in their country.

In Muruthana, our school
bags are welcomed

New minibus

SRI LANKA

Lal’s village of Kayankerny. The problem for
Lal has been that due to his work as a diver,
he is often away from home and attempts to
grow an experimental crop of groundnuts on
the Tsunami damaged soil in this village have
failed. (Failed due to cows and goats marauding into his land, and lack of time to look after and water the delicate crop in its early
stages of growth.) Star Action is now giving
Anandan the money to get started on his
Kayankerny land and if this is successful, we
will extend the project to other families in the
village, under Anandan’s supervision.

MURUTHANA RICE GROWING
Good news about
our new Rice
Growing community project. As I
wrote in our June
update: ‘Anandan
grew up in
Muruthana . It was
he who first asked
Anandan - Our Star helper in
Lal whether Star AcMuruthana
tion could help this
remote forgotten village near Thoppigala (which was the rebel stronghold
in the civil war). On talking with Anandan we realised Star Action could help him get a much needed
community rice growing project going. Star Action has
given him some initial finance.’

LIGHTING UP THEIR LIVES IN
VAKARI
Electricity for a whole
street! Our bright and always smiling Nirojini has
brought electricity connection to her whole
street in Vakari! All year
round it is dark in Sri
Lanka by 6.30pm. Imagine the difference it
makes to have adequate
lighting for evening
homework and a refrigerator in temperatures in
excess of 30ºC!

During our August visit Ananden told us of
the success of the project, which he plans to
extend and continue in the next rice growing
season.

NEW
GROUND NUT GROWING IN
MURUTHANA

Nirojini - Our new
Singhaler teacher who
has ‘lit up her street’ in
Vakari—with Lal

In return for her efforts
to improve her Sinhala
and be one of our future teachers, Star Action has paid for electricity connection for her
home—this has actually meant for the whole
street—now a street of smiling happy faces.
Well done Nirojini!

Our ‘Star’ farmer Anandan has now gathered
together a group of ten ladies who each have
a small plot of land (one hectare) to start
growing groundnuts. It is easier for the women to do this whilst near to home with the
children. This high protein crop will provide a
staple part of the families’ diet as well as giving a small income. Anandan will supervise
this project and be responsible to Star Action
for the money we have given him to get the
project going.

EDUCATION PROJECTS
Moving On...Jenny writes:
Sneeha was one of our original two ‘after
school teachers’ in Mankerny. When we first
went to Mankerny to help the school there

... AND IN KAYANKERNY
Anandan has a large plot of fenced land in
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GOVARTHANA

(with bags, books and
pens) more than eight
years ago now, the civil
war was still raging in the
north of the island and
Mankerny school was
coping with a flood of
refugee children from
villages further north.
Some years after this we
met Sneeha and Cowsika
and supported their enterprise in starting our
‘after school teaching’
project—giving extra
tuition in the afternoons.
(Normal school hours in
Sri Lanka are 7.301.30pm).

Now twenty,
Govarthana benefitted from Star
Action’s sponsorship for her O and
A level studies.
Govarthana, Natalin and
After a time at
Naladini are to train for nursing
home (it is very
difficult to get a
university place in Sri Lanka) she came to see
me in August with two friends, Natalini 19
and Naladini 18, to ask for Star Action’s help
in paying their bus fares to Batticaloa (main
East Coast City) so they could join a
government sponsored scheme for training
Nursing Assistants. Of course, we are
delighted to help.
SINHALA TEACHING

Rakshana our Mankerny
Sinhaler teacher

The project continues
successfully with our three recent teachers Kivija, Rakshana and Jepaavajani (Rakshana is
now starting additional Sinhalese classes—see
later.)

Developing our Project
Last year we wrote about the wonderful
woman Amudha who is helping us with our
Sinhala teaching project. This has been very
successful and with your help we were able to
build an extension on the side of her house
for her ‘after school’ classes of up to forty or
more children. Lal’s own daughter, Miriam, is
one of our ‘Star pupils’ and can now read and
write (as well as
speak) Sinhala. As
we explained before,
the poor East coast
schools do not teach
Sinhala, even though
it is the country’s national language. (The
Eastern region’s language is Tamil.) The
government is doing
nothing about this,
and Tamil only
speaking children
will be increasingly
disadvantaged as
they grow up.
Rakshana at work

However, a new career
has unfolded for
Sneeha. She is a very
clever and hardworking
girl (like our lovely
Velamal in India) and
thanks to generous personal sponsorship, Star
Action has been able to
help her ‘follow her
Sneeha has begun training dream’ and start
as a nurse
nursing training. Chatting with her during my
August visit she
explained that her ‘end of first year’ exams
are in September, and then, all being well, she
continues happily with her second year
training. Her large and very poor family are all
so grateful for Star Action’s sponsorship of
their clever daughter. Sneeha’s thankfulness
touched my heart.
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UNIVERSITY STUDENT’S

bo.) Money for the children only reaches her
sporadically, so we are filling in for the time
being.

SUCCESS
Thisonayagam has
succeeded in getting
a University place
and thanks to generous individual sponsorship he is just
completing his first
year studying at Jaffna University. (You
may remember Jaffra
was for many years
one of the centres of
the civil war conflict.) Great news
that life is at last back
to normal and our
‘Star’ pupil is shining
there.

SELVERANI
Our amazing fisherwoman
Selverani is getting on well
with her Turmeric growing,
but needed more help in
paying for fertiliser—
essential for a worthwhile
crop. Also, we are hoping to
find an individual sponsor
now to help her complete
her house. She has no door
and no windows! Would
you like to help? (and then, Selverani and family
at their doorless
maybe, in future come to
house
Vakari to meet personally
this lovely family, as other
supporters have done with other families they
have helped). Please contact Stuart if you would
like to help Selverani.

Thisanayagam reports his first
year progress to Jenny

Jenny writes—I was really impressed with this
bright young man. He should go far.
HELPING INDIVIDUALS

LITTLE JUWADIKA

Our Star Action work in Sri Lanka involves
Community Projects—hopefully benefitting
many in a particular village/area, but also, we
feel an important and valued part of our
work is one-to-one, with individuals and families.

CANNOT WALK
Seven years old, and she
cannot walk … the doctors
have no idea why.
Jenny writes: ‘My heart was
wrung to see this lovely little girl
(same age as my grandson) tryJuwadika can’t walk ing to take a faltering step or
two, like a one year old pretoddler. Star Action has given
money for a proposed Sri
Lankan herbal treatment…but please pray for her
too.’

Jenny writes: On this latest visit, more than ever
before, I was aware of the personal and truly caring
relationship we have established over the years with
now a large number of families.
Two examples who need more individual
help:
OUR GALLANT
GRANNY IN VAKARI
Michel Arasoma has now taken on caring for her neighbour Karuppirani’s three
young children. (Karuppirani
has been forced to accept a
housekeeper’s job in Colom-

NARANJENI CANNOT WALK
EITHER !
Naranjeni is thirty years old and has been
crippled all her life. She has never walked.

Michel Arasoma—
our Gallant Granny
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Star Action has
been asked to build
a small extension
to this poor family’s home. This is
to make it easier to
care for his poor
lady and enable her
to go to a specially
created toilet herself (by shuffling
along the floor). It
now takes two
Naranjeni - Desperately hoping family members to
for an accessible toilet.
carry her to their
rather small outside toilet—
actually we really
do not know how they do it!

lighted to receive 150 Star Action bags, each
with exercise book, pen and ruler. We promised to bring another 142 next February, so
every pupil has a new bag. (See Christmas gift
ideas.)
Mr. Jeyapratheepan impressed us with his excellent English and all the teaching displays he
personally had painted on the interior school
walls. He is a local man, born in nearby
Valachennai and so has personal enthusiasm
for helping the children in this deprived area.
GOATS AND COWS
We now have 6 families benefitting from the gift of a pair of
Star Action goats.

Rather an expensive ‘ask’ this - probably just
over a thousand pounds - but I hope we have
a supporter who could manage to help this
dear soul. She sat there, smiling all the time,
when I went to meet her - but what a difficult
life! So brave, and all her family, particularly
her mother Nageshwari. Can we help them?

Following his visit, Michael has
written:

(Again, contact Stuart direct if you would like to
help Naranjeni.)
HELPING ANOTHER SCHOOL

Now rebuilt by
UNICEF...but very few
resources for the 292
children

In August Lal took us
to a very big school
quite near where he
lives. This school has
292 pupils aged 5-16
years. The school building is smart, having
been built by Unicef
after the Tsunami destroyed the original
school. However, now
NGO aid is no more,
and the school is very
poor in resources. Dynamic, committed head
teacher Mr. T.
Jeyapratheepan was de-

Michael looks at pictures of
clothes made for our poor
families watched by our
dressmaker

‘I was greatly impressed
with the range of Star
Action projects. Sri
Lanka is a gentle, yet
vibrant country, shedding constraints of the
past and striving for the
future.
Having been a supporter for many years, I was
delighted to join the
Star Action project visits on the East Coast
during August. What I
found was both energising and exciting....from the range of
projects being supported to the direct impact
it had on peoples’ lives.

I was particularly struck by the bright ‘on it’
teachers in Mankerni and Kayankerny, who
were truly inspiring eager young minds for
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the future. Also impressive is the effect the
gift of a toilet has had on the lives and well
being of whole families.

in the help they offered at the time of the
earthquake and since. In our previous Newsletter Stuart wrote about the help he and son
Toby (pilot for Qatar airline) were able to give
from Doha for workers there longing to get
news of their families. Stuart followed this up
with Star Action donations for blankets and
warm clothes for winter. We also donated to a
women’s organisation working from Pokhara
(Keshav’s home town).

The local knowledge and commitment of Rohan and Lal, Star Action’s ‘on the ground’
agents was really heart-warming - their caring
and concern to bring to Star Action’s notice
the truly worthy grass roots projects and individuals with the greatest need.

One of our supporters has recently donated
money to completely rebuild a family’s shattered home. Thank you to all.
HAVEN ON EARTH ORPHANAGE

I look forward to supporting Star Action to
an even greater extent in the future.’

N E P A L

While in Kathmandu again I had the opportunity to visit the Haven on Earth Children’s
Orphanage which I opened in 2014. This orphanage was funded by Krishna (with support from the Rotary Club organisation in
Germany). When this source of income discontinued, Star Action was able to give help,
very especially via supporters in the Netherlands. The original home itself was rented
and Krishna has always had the vision of being able to build a permanent home for the
children. This has now come about in an unusual way. Through a different Rotary Club
contact, he met a wealthy American couple
who wished to donate the funds for the land
and building in return for it being named after their daughter Charlotte, who had recently
died of cancer. Although the land and building have been paid for, ongoing running expenses for the 28 children in the new house
and those in the original rented house are
high. I noticed the
libraries in both
houses are totally
empty and have offered Star Action’s
help with money for
Lovely library - but no books! stocking the libraries
with appropriate
books. The first aid
room in the new orphanage also needed
equipping and we are always being asked for
computers too!

AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE
Jenny writes:
Over one year on there are still signs of the
devastating earthquake in Kathmandu city itself—crumbling walls and buildings, broken
up roads, electricity wires dangling dangerously across the streets. Not all parts of the city
were affected, of course, and one of our Star
Action workers, Keshav, colleague of Krishna, and Deputy Principal of his main school,
told me:
‘We were so fortunate! I
believe the Star helped protect us and our school. At
the time of the earthquake
I was on my way to a meeting with Krishna. Fortunately it was a Saturday
and no children were in
school. After we stayed out
Keshav, Star Action star in the streets along with
worker in Kathmandu and many others, not sure what
his home town, Pokara. would happen next. There
were many aftershocks and
buildings tumbling. People were amazing, all helping
one another. We learned a lot about faith, and the
power of prayer, and the Star.’
Star Action supporters have been so generous
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INDIA
TOKKHA CENTRE FOR BLIND &
DISABLED

VISITORS TO OUR BRIGHTER
LIFE HOME
This Summer we have
been delighted to welcome to our Brighter
Life Children's Home
(formerly STB!) four
young UK Gap Year
students. Our most
recent two, Ruva and
Ellie are shown here
in the photo with
Richard and Sasees.
Sasees has reported
Richard and Sasees with our
enthusiastically
`gap` year students, Ruva and
Ellie
what a wonderful
time they have all had
with their visitors. The girls have much enjoyed playing with the children and helping
them with their English. They have also had
happy outings all together as a big family.

.Jenny visits Krishna s school for deprived children in
Kathmandu. Bindu (second from left) looks after the Haven
on Earth home

In a previous Newsletter we also wrote about
the Tokkha Home for Blind & Seriously Disabled Adults which Stuart and I visited with
Krishna in 2014. This is located in an extremely poor area in the Kathmandu Valley
and the people were very needy even before
this earthquake which affected them badly.
Star Action has again supported Krishna’s
wonderful work of donating blankets, food
and computers too, to help those capable of
using them.

Our Gap Year students pay ten pounds a day
for their simple accommodation and food,
and this money is another (small) source of
income for our home. Adult visitors pay
twenty pounds - great value for travellers! and they also have the joy of being enfolded
in the heart of a real Indian family and joining in the family life. Such a different travel
experience from what many visitors to India
encounter whilst staying in tourist hotels! If
you are interested (or on behalf of young
ones in your family) to know more about
staying with our Brighter Life family, just call
or e mail Stuart.

On this visit
I went with
some of
Krishna’s
sixth form
pupils (from
his fee payJenny with Krishna left and some of our ing school—
Haven on Earth children
so with parents who are comparatively better off). He is
encouraging these children in the concept of
caring for the needy.

NEW MINIBUS

It was a very moving experience to return to
see these dear people, many of whom remembered my previous visit. I know more
gifts of food and blankets for approaching
winter will be well received. (See Christmas
gifts.)

Thanks to the wonderful generosity of a Star
Action supporter, a few months ago we were
able to replace our old minibus with a larger
Temp Traveller van (see photo!) which is big
enough to accommodate all twenty three children, Richard and Sasees and our visitors!
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Very few people come to this area; it is totally
safe for the children, and delightful for visitors. We love watching the herds of goats and
sheep go past with their herdsmen....a real
feeling of authentic rural India!
ABOUT OUR BRIGHTER
LIFE FAMILY - GOOD NEWS

The children enjoying a ride in our new minibus

THANK YOU FOR OUR EXTRA
PIECE OF LAND
Our home is in a wonderful position (as we
have written in previous Newsletters), with
good views all around. It is the last house in
an area which leads up to government land
which can never be
built on. Thanks to
a wonderfully generous gift from a long
term supporter of
Star Action, when
we commenced
building our house,

Marcus—star
student

Marcus has been with us
since he was a baby - in fact,
he was one of our first STB
babies. He had a traumatic
beginning to his life before
he was rescued and brought
into the security of our family.

Since then, Marcus has developed into a fine young
man, going to English Medium school
(having proved while still young that he was
an extremely clever boy). He did really well in
his summer exams, and is now taking Maths,
Physics and Chemistry A level, and is all set
for a good career.
VELAMAL
We have told you before
about Velamal’s success
story. Her latest news is
more good progress with
her nursing training, and
work at the famous Aravind Eye hospital in
Tirenuveli. We are all so
very grateful for the generous sponsorship which
Nurse Velamal
pays for Velamal’s training.
PADMINI AND POPPY
Two more ‘Star Pupils’ are Padmini and Poppy. Both have been with us since they were
babies and both bright enough to study at
English medium schools. They have also
done really well in their summer exams, and
we now hear they are good at sports too.
Poppy came third in running at the recent Inter School sports!

we were also
able to buy
the extra plot
of land adjoining the
government
land. This has
now become
the back garden (also with fruit trees), and
leads to a very large area on which the children can play many games and fly their home
made kites!
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On the subject of
sports prowess, the
older boys are also
excelling! Sanjay,
Adash and Sanjeep
won second prizes in
Sporting prowess
Athletics, and our
Brighter Life team
were runners up in
Kabaddi - the most widely played game in Indian villages, a contact sport originating in ancient India.
OUR SIX NEW BOYS

children have little chance at all of getting out
of the poverty trap of manual working all
their lives, following their parents into the tea
plantation trade. (See photos)
Thanks to your
generous support, we are
offering six little boys from
the village we
visited the opportunity to
get out of this Meeting some of the children hoping
to join our Brighter Life family
poverty trap
and have a
good education (like Marcus has had - bringing the opportunity of a great career). They
have now joined our Brighter Life family and
are starting their schooling at a Tamil medium
school. No opportunity yet, for English
teaching, as they don’t even know Tamil! The
language they speak at home is a local language, not even written down! However, I
know they will do well, with Sasees and Richard’s care and attention, their school opportunity, and the good discipline of our Brighter
Life home which includes play and a little
TV, but clearly set down study times! ‘I have
found their well defined daily routine, combined with loving discipline really impressive
on all my visits (writes Jenny)...something
which is often sadly lacking in our present day
UK society!’

Beautiful but isolated—the Cardomom Hills

During our February visit, Sasees and Richard
took Stuart and myself (Jenny writes) on the
long journey into the Cardomom hills, to visit
the remote Manjolay tea plantation villages,
home of a number of our latest children. We
wanted to meet their parents and see for ourselves the
conditions
in which

they were living. Most of the parents are illiterate, and
although simple primary schools are now
doing their best, the

Meeting our tea plantation
parents

OUR OLD PEOPLE’S PROJECT
ROSAMMAL
Our dear Rosammal was our
first old person, and already
very much part of our extended family. Sadly a few
months ago she broke her
hip, but thanks to all the
wonderful care and attention she has had from Richard and Sasees, as the photo
shows, she is well on the
way to recovery.
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Rosammal is
recovering well

Our rented old people’s home is not far from
the Brighter Life childrens’ house, so this
means it is easy for Richard and Sasees to care
for both. Two of our non academic older
girls, Shamilla and Abirani, have had some
initial training, and are now helping care for
the elderly family residents.

FUNDRAISING NEWS
3 PEAKS CHALLENGE
Joe writes:
As July drew to a
close we set off
North in a crowded
coach, which was to
become our base for
the next 3 days. What Elated at the top of Snowdon,
followed was certainly
the final peak
the most gruelling
physical experience of my life: we started
with Ben Nevis in Scotland, standing at
1346m, then Scafell Pike in the Lake District
(a baby at 978m!) and finished with Snowdon,
1085m. We were fortunate with the weather
but less so with our timings, taking a 36
hours, rather than 24 due to a forced rest for
the coach drivers.

OUR BICYCLE SAFETY
INITIATIVE
Anyone who has travelled in
India or Sri Lanka will know
how hazardous road conditions are!!
One big hazard is that many
people travel on bicycles
without any lights! Stuart has
had the idea that we can start
to help in a small way, by
Fluorescent strip on
putting luminous reflective
rear of bike
tape on the rear mud guards
of as many bikes as we
can...the photo shows our first experiment of
this kind in India!

I can honestly say that without your generous
sponsorship spurring me on I might not have
made it; I did though and am hugely grateful,
not only for the opportunity, but also for the
work that Star Action can continue to do with
the money raised. My total was £2100.

PATRICIA
Tirelessly for the last 15
years we have been supported by a wonderful
friend, Patricia Fletcher.
She has compiled articles
for our newsletters and
website, printed, folded and sent hundreds of
newsletters twice a year, kept meticulous records of supporters names and addresses and
an information link between the four trustees,
who are scattered across the South of England and frequently abroad.
She has persevered valiantly to spell the "mile
long" names of people and towns in Tamil,
Singhalese, Ghanaian and Nepalese, always
with a smile and with astounding efficiency.
Thank you, Patricia, from each of us and all
the beneficiaries of Star Action help.

STOP PRESS: SATYA
As we were going to
press, we received
word from Richard
and Sasees of a new
addition to the sanctuary of our Brighter
Life Children’s home
in India.

Satya
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Just five years old,
Satya comes to us
from a difficult background that has already seen her orphaned into the
‘care’ of an aunt who
then abused her.

